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TEACHER MODERATORS

FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
The name of the month derives its greatness from the root where it emerges.
Emerging from the name of great Roman Emperor Augustus, August has indeed
augured august times so it seems. The splash of the rain seems to steadily wash away
the torments of COVID. Life appears to ease and future stands brandishing victory in
the face of the dark that loomed large.
I believe restoration of the lost yesterdays shall shine through the welcoming
tomorrows. Let us bask in the beauty of this thought.
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Independence Day
Celebrations

Seventy-five years ago, after two centuries of plundering and
destroying, the British Empire had finally ceased to exist as our
master. However, this independence did not come easy. To free the
golden bird, our ancestors paid with tears, blood and sweat. The
result as we know was sweeter than the elixir of life.
The golden bird was set free with plenty of room to spread its
wings, ready to take off in the sky of opportunities that lay ahead.

Let freedom be in your
mind, faith in your
words and pride in your
nature!
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Know Your Teacher !
Neha Dobhal
Pre-Primary Teacher
Part of the DPS Family since '18
Listening to the
elders is the way
to go!

Primary

The colour
yellow brightens
up her day

What does teaching mean to you?
For me teaching means helping
children and enhancing their
knowledge. I feel that a teacher is
someone who listens to them and
motivates them to do better.

SECONDARY

Updates

Class X CBSE Board results were
released on 3 August 2021.
Schools reopened again for Classes
XI & XII.

